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Laura:Thank you for the update.  I will be traveling to New Orleans this week and arrive in DC on Thursday 

afternoon.  I probably won't get to look at things until then and may be we can talk when I'm in town.  Please 

e-mail me as usual with whatever you come up with.I'll be a reasonable e-mail prodder; only when 

necessary.TomTo:	Tom Samoluk/ARRBcc:	 From:	Laura Denk/ARRB   Date:	05/16/97 04:11:37 

PMSubject:	Deeds of GiftSorry it has taken me so long to get back to you about these deeds, but here is a 

draft of the Taplin deed:and the updates on the others are as follows:McMillan:  I talked to Kevin Jessar at 

NARA about her will.  He said she can do whatever she wants with the will but we will still want her to sign a 

deed of gift.  He wanted me to work with the language in the deed of gifts that we have and send him 

something.  Jeremy and I worked with the language and decided that the best way to do it would be to have 

her effectively donate her papers to the govt. but keep a life estate both in the papers and in the intellectual 

property interests.  I am waiting to hear from Kevin Jessar whether this will be an acceptable way to structure 

the deed.Cohen:  I read your e-mail and it sounds like the types of restrictions Dale Myers wanted.  I need to 

go through the Myers file and try to remember what happened.  I know we ultimately abandoned the whole 

thing, but I'm not sure that it was because the Archives refused to take the materials with his restrictions.  I'll 

look at the file on Monday and maybe call Archives again to feel them out.Barnes:  I read your e-mail & need 

to work his changes into the deed.  I'll work on it on Monday and try to get something to you to read.Sorry I've 

been so slow responding.  Although I have more duties, I have retained all of my old duties, so you (poor Tom) 

still have to wait for me.  I don't mind being prodded, though, so feel free to send me e-mails!More on 

Monday... 
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